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Encyclopedias Wikipedia

Book stores Amazon

CDs MP3

Film photography Digital photography

Premium airlines Budget airlines

Rental cars Car sharing

Telephone VOIP





Process of reaching an 
objective under given 
circumstances

• Not demographics

• Not solutions or brands

> Why people “hire“ 



JTBD = technology independent and stable over time

Listen to music



Strategy Defining company direction based on market needs

Marketing Developement campaigns relevant to customers

Sales Enhancing discovery of most impactful issues

Product Prioritizing capabilities around user needs

Customer Success Planning accounts based on desired outcomes

Support Resolving deeper customers issues

HR Organizing teams around JTBD

...



JTBD is not a design method. 

It’s a way of seeing your entire 

business from the outside-in, 

from the customers perspective.

#HumanCenteredBusiness #jtbd
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DON‘Ts

 Reference technology, 
solutions or methods

 Don‘t include outcomes

 Don‘t use AND or OR

DOs

✓ Start with a verb

✓ Represent user‘s perspective

✓ Focus on the objective

✓ Qualify with circumstances



1. Search by keyword for 

documents in the database

Includes specific methods and 

technology

2. Find the cheapest airfares 

quickly

Includes outcomes (cheap and 

quick)

3. I need to research and plan a 

vacation that my partner and 

children will enjoy

Doesn’t begin with a verb

Includes compound topics
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quick)

Find airfares

3. I need to research and plan a 

vacation that my partner and 

children will enjoy
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Includes compound topics

Plan family vacation
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Minimize the time it takes to transcribe workshop content

Minimize
Reduce
Lower

Maximize
Increase
Raise

Time
Ability
Effort
Chances
Likelihood

DIRECTION UNIT QUALIFIER

See Tony Ulwick’s “Outcome-Driven Innovation” method



Pain

“Remote teams aren’t on 
the same page and don’t 
know what’s going on in 
their projects.”

“Traveling to the same 
location for workshops 
takes a lot of energy and 
time.”

Outcome

Increase transparency of project 
status across remote teams 

Reduce the time required to 
deliver workshops 

As measured by…

The number of remote 
collaboration sessions per 
quarter with 2 or people on the 
same team

Total time for in-person 
workshops in a quarter 
compared to time for remote 
workshops 



1. Discover Job Process & Outcomes (Interviews)

2. Validate Outcomes



3. Prioritize Outcomes (Survey)

Importance

Satisfaction

See Tony Ulwickʼs “Outcome-Driven Innovation” for more



4. Make It Actionable

- Informed product roadmap

- Guided marketing language

- Contributed to pricing

“The JTBD research and findings were a big help 
in shaping the offering. It gave us confidence 
that we were relevant to our customers’ needs 
and provided concrete guidance.” 
– OFFERING LEAD, G2W 



JTBD techniques offer a structured, 

common language for understanding 

market needs across teams 

and departmental lines.

#jobsthinking #collaboration #outcomes
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OBSERVE SYNTHESIZE ENGAGE



Qualitative interviews

Open questioning focused on process

• How do you get started?

• What’s the next step? After that?

Uncover needs

• Pain points, workarounds

• Feelings while executing job 

Critical incident technique



Critical Incident Technique

1.Specific past incident that was particularly good or bad

2.What happened? Describe the steps and flow

3.What did you expect? What should have happened?



Acquiring

Chris Spiek and Bob Moesta, Jobs-to-be-Done Handbook



Cancelling

Ruben Gamez. “Doing SaaS Cancellation 
Interviews (the Jobs-to-Be-Done Way)” 
ExtendsLogic, Oct 2015

Cancelation



OBSERVE SYNTHESIZE ENGAGE



Alan Klement, “Replacing The User Story With The Job Story”

Step +
Circumstances

Product/Service 
Requirement

Desired 
Outcome



Alan Klement, “Replacing The User Story With The Job Story”

MAIN JOB JOB PERFORMER
Run a Workshop Workshop Facilitator

JOB STORY
When I‘m setting up workshops under time pressure,

I want to be sure that content is up-to-date, 

So that we can build on past experiences in order to improve 
the speed and quality of our delivery and facilitation.





OBSERVE SYNTHESIZE ENGAGE
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JTBD is a broad field with many 

approaches that overlap with 

existing techniques, but amplify and 

extend user research in new ways.

#jtbd #uxresearch #jobsresearch



1. People want to get their job done, not to interact with your brand.

2. Jobs are stable over time, even as technology changes. 

3. People seek services to get more of their job done, quicker and easier. 

4. Making the job the unit of analysis focuses user research on outcomes.

5. JTBD isn’t limited to one discipline: it can be applied across an organization.







UXResearch15
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